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The following pages detail the enhancements and changes 
included in the latest upgrade to the CAI PROPERTY application. 

Please make sure all users of the software are aware of these changes. 

We appreciate your input to aid in the development of the program.  
If you have any questions please feel free to contact us. 
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ASSESSOR 

 HOMEOWNER’S EXEMPTION 

16495 Madison 

 Users with read-only authority to Edit HOE panel cannot change column widths or use scroll 
bars on the Owners grid. 

Panel settings have been changed so that users with any level of access to it can change columns widths 
and use scroll bars. 

 INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES 

16577 CAI 

 Icons are not displaying hover-text to show what the icon is for. Also, Change Slip icon shouldn’t 
be available unless user has selected manufactured or personal parcel. 

All icons now display text when mouse pointer is over the icon but not clicked. 

Change Slips only apply to manufactured and personal parcels so it is disabled unless user has selected 
one of those parcel types in the grid. 

 INSTRUMENT DELETE LOG 

16600 Madison 

 Filter by Instrument panel needs to also sort by date. 

Changed grid to sort by instrument number first, then by date. 

 MANUFACTURED HOMES 

10197 User Group 

 Need to add capability to enter and calculate value for basements on manufactured home 
characteristics. 

Basement options have been added to the Home panel. The basement fields work just like on residential 
characteristics, and will return the same Replacement Cost New (RCN) as on residential (single dwelling). 
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The basement RCN is added to the Improvement RCN. After area, local cost and/or trend modifiers, 
depreciation is calculated using the Improvement factor. 

 

 PROPERTY MASTER 

16394 Fremont 

 Updating Zoning Code doesn’t update future years like the Property Description fields do. It 
would be nice to have that the same. 

Property Description fields were allowing users to automatically update the next year’s fields, but Zoning 
Code was not.  

Program has been changed so that both Property Description and Zoning Code will allow you to 
automatically update the next year, and any other “future” years. For example, if making a change in 2011 
and the parcel exists in 2012 and 2013, you will be asked if you want to update both of the future years. 

 URBAN RENEWAL 

14015 CAI 

 Need to store Homeowner’s Exemption value at time base value is established. 

We have made a significant change to the Urban Renewal base value process to help ensure that they are 
entered and calculated properly. The changes will also allow us to provide additional exception report 
conditions to help users be sure the base values are set up and maintained correctly. 

Each county that has Urban Renewal will need to devote some time to reviewing and updating 
base values. This one-time task will include reviewing all base values to make sure they are 
correct and updating them as needed, as well as populating the new HOE field. 

If your county has urban renewal, we will be contacting your Assessor shortly to go over this. 
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TREASURER 

 BANK CODES 

19655 Madison 

 Would like to have bank code reports show parcel counts and totals. 

Reports have been reformatted and changed as follows: 

 BANK CODE LISTING – BANK 

Report will show differently depending on what you enter in the Bank Code field. 

● Blank .................................................................  Lists each bank code in use (assigned to at least one 
parcel) in the year entered 
Parcel counts by bank and grand total 
Sorted alphabetically by code 
Does not group by or list service agents 

● Bank ...................................................................  Lists bank code entered (if it is in use in the year entered) 
Parcel count by bank 

● Service Agent .................................................  Lists service agent (if at least one bank associated with it is 
in use) 
Lists each bank code in use that is associated with selected 
service agent 
Parcel counts by bank and service agent total 
Sorted alphabetically by bank 

 BANK CODE LISTING – PARCEL 

Reports show same as above, depending on entry in Bank Code field, plus parcel detail (number, 
primary owner, primary property address, legal description). 

 PAYMENT PANELS 

16631 Bingham 

 Would like to have standardized location for totals in upper right corner of multiple-parcel 
payment panels. 

Electronic Bank Payment, Multi-Parcel Inquiry/Payment, Public Utility Payment and Scan Bill Payment 
panels have all been standardized to show Pay/Process Amount in upper right corner. Other totals have 
been added and/or repositioned as needed to achieve a similar look on each. 

 TAX USER TABLE 

3371 Fremont 

 Some reports show the user’s title as “Deputy”, which is not always the case. Can that be 
changed? 

Tools | Table Maintenance | Treasurer | User File 

The User File has been modified to add a field for Title. This will allow us to modify reports as needed to 
show that title rather than pre-defined text. 

● Please update this table and add a title for each user 

● Submit enhancement requests for specific reports you want to have changed to use the new field 
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 TAX MASTER 

4643 Blaine 

 Need to be able to open Tax Master from Multi-Parcel Inquiry/Payment 

Buttons in lower right corner have been changed to eliminate “Refresh” and replace it with “Tax 
Master.” The refresh button didn’t serve any purpose on this panel.  

Highlight a parcel in the grid, then click the new button to open its Tax Master. 

 

 VENDOR PAYMENT PROCESSING 

4643 Blaine 

 Custom development project to import and process payments from an input file supplied by a 
third-party payment processing vendor. 

Users can now import a payment file and process it in Multi-Parcel Inquiry/Payment. The file must be 
formatted using the Vendor Payments file layout. Once the file has been transferred using File Transfer, 
go to Multi-Pay and select Vendor in the header. The grid will populate from the input file.  

Payments will be checked for errors and only payments without errors will process. Those with errors 
will need to be dealt with individually. The new Tax Master button mentioned above should aid in 
processing payments with errors. 

The Paid By name and Reference # fields will populate from the input file, if it has them. If not, the 
name and number entered on the header will be used. If those were left blank, the Paid By name will be 
populated with the primary owner name from the parcel. 

Each payment will process normally, paying oldest outstanding charges first. If payment is greater than 
amount due, it will remain on the grid after processing so you can decide what to do with it (refund the 
excess, pay to another parcel or pre-pay the next year). 

 

 

 


